1. **DOOR & FRAME TYPES**

   **SU1.1** SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

   - **DOOR TYPE**
     - INSUL. H.M. DOOR.
     - 3'-0" x 7'-0"
     - 3'-1.1" x 2'-0"

   - **FRAME TYPE**
     - H.M. FRAME.
     - 3'-4" x 7'-0"
     - Transom panel, installed over head mull, ea. side.

2. **DOOR JAMB DETAIL**

   **SU1.1** SCALE: 1/4" = 1'-0"

   - **EXIST. CMU WALL**
     - NEW INSUL. HM DOOR.
     - 2"
     - NEW JAMB ANCHOR, MIN. (3) EA. SIDE.

   - **CONT. SEALANT, ALL EDGES, (TYP).**
     - EXIST. ACOUSTICAL TIE WALL VENEER.

**GENERAL NOTES:**

1. Field verify all dimensions before beginning work.
2. Match all existing finishes.
4. Provide new conc. lintel w/ 4" BRG. Min.
5. Repair all damaged surrounding CMU/TILE as reqd due to door installation.